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Volkswagen commissions green battery logistics
system for ID.3 and ID.4
•

Key contribution to carbon-neutral mass production of electric cars

•

Rail transport in Germany with 100 percent eco-power

•

Thomas Zernechel, Head of Volkswagen Group Logistics: "Greenest and most
efficient solution in the industry”

•

Wolfram Günther, Environment Minister of Saxony: "Volkswagen is forging ahead”

Wolfsburg/Zwickau, November 30, 2020 – The Volkswagen Group is making battery
shipment for its ID.31 and ID.42 electric vehicles even more environmentally compatible and
efficient. At the Zwickau plant today, the final link in a green logistics chain extending from
Poland via Brunswick to the plant in Saxony was commissioned. This is a fully automated
system for unloading batteries from incoming trains. The system will reduce carbon dioxide
emissions by some 11,000 tonnes per year, corresponding to the CO2 emissions of a
medium-sized village with about 1,000 inhabitants. “With this green and efficient logistics
chain, we are making a key contribution to reducing emissions within the Group and to the
delivery of the Volkswagen ID.3 and ID.4 with a neutral carbon balance,” says Thomas
Zernechel, Head of Volkswagen Group Logistics.
The starting button for the new system in Zwickau was
pressed by Reinhard de Vries, Management Board Member
of Volkswagen Sachsen responsible for Technology &
Logistics, and Wolfram Günther, Saxon State Minister for
Energy, Climate Protection, Environment and Agriculture.
Reinhard de Vries: “Within the Volkswagen Group, Zwickau
is the competence center for e-mobility in Europe. The ID.3
The unloading and loading systems in Zwickau
and its counterpart in Braunschweig are
considered to be the most modern of their kind
in industry. The high degree of automation is an
important prerequisite for efficient battery
assembly at German locations.

and ID.4 are being produced here with a neutral carbon
balance. Environmentally compatible battery shipment is a
key element on the way to a zero-emission factory within
the framework of the cross-brand sustainability strategy
“goTOzero”. We are on the right track: since 2017, we have

been able to reduce CO2 emissions at our Zwickau plant by 60 percent – or more than 100,000
tonnes per year.” Wolfram Günther said: “Volkswagen is forging ahead. We need initiatives like this
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throughout manufacturing industry and logistics. This project is a concrete manifestation of the
energy transition and climate protection. This also applies to many other projects, products and
procedures in the economy of Saxony. Industry is becoming more and more a conscious, innovative
partner. At the same time, it is clear that we will need more energy from green sources faster. Green
energy is now becoming a location factor and we must not ignore it.”
To deliver the batteries to Zwickau in as environmentally compatible a way as possible, the cell
modules are collected from the supplier’s plant in Wroclaw, Poland by rail with DB Cargo and first
shipped to the Brunswick plant of Volkswagen Group Components. For rail transport in Germany,
100 percent eco-power is used. At Brunswick, the cells are unloaded fully automatically and
assembled to produce battery systems. These are then loaded onto trains fully automatically and
shipped to Zwickau by rail. Here too, electric power from renewable sources is used. For the last mile
between the loading and unloading station at Harvesse and the factory at Brunswick, the shipment
containers are loaded onto electric trucks as the rail system at Brunswick does not yet extend up to
the assembly point.
For shipment, Volkswagen Group logistics experts have developed special containers which can be
used both for the cell modules and for fully assembled systems. They are designed to make
maximum use of the weights and volumes allowed by the rail cars used. Currently, five trains per
week travel between Brunswick and Zwickau – and the number of trips is to be increased in the
future.
The unloading and loading systems at Zwickau and Brunswick are regarded as the most advanced
units of their type in the industry. The high degree of automation of the systems is an essential
prerequisite for efficient battery assembly at the German plants. The key components of the
systems at Brunswick and Zwickau are the loading cars, which have an empty weight of about 25
tonnes. They travel on dedicated tracks beside the trains and lift the special containers with battery
modules or battery systems into or out of the rail cars automatically. The loading or unloading of
the train only takes about five hours.
1) ID.3

– combined power consumption in kWh/100 km (NEDC): 15.4-14.5, CO2 emissions in g/km: 0;

efficiency class: A+
2) ID.4

– Power consumption (NEDC) in kWh/100 km: combined 16.9-16.2; CO₂ emissions combined

in g/km: 0; efficiency class: A+
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About the Volkswagen Group:
The Volkswagen Group, with its headquarters in Wolfsburg, is one of the world’s leading automobile manufacturers and the largest
carmaker in Europe. The Group comprises twelve brands from seven European countries: Volkswagen Passenger Cars, Audi, SEAT, ŠKODA,
Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Porsche, Ducati, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, Scania and MAN. The passenger car portfolio ranges from
small cars all the way to luxury-class vehicles. Ducati offers motorcycles. In the light and heavy commercial vehicles sector, the products
range from pick-ups to buses and heavy trucks. Every weekday, 671.205 employees around the globe produce on average 44,567 vehicles,
are involved in vehicle-related services or work in other areas of business. The Volkswagen Group sells its vehicles in 153 countries.
In 2019, the total number of vehicles delivered to customers by the Group globally was 10.97 million (2018: 10.83 million). The passenger
car global market share was 12.9 percent. Group sales revenue in 2019 totalled EUR 252.6 billion (2018: EUR 236 billion). Earnings after
tax in the fiscal year now ended amounted to EUR 14.0 billion (2018: EUR 12.2 billion).
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